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Drawing boats on the Beach
Tony Johnson is a self taught artist, he has over the 
past years displayed his artworks in Puerto Duquesa, 
Gibraltar, Benahavis and along the Costa del Sol. 
Tony works mainly in Acrylic paints as these can be 
very versatile and applied as thin washes like water 
colour or thicker as oils. Tony has also sold his paint-
ings and prints all over the world.


I would like to start by introducing you to some tips when setting up your drawing and 
paintings and hope to inspire you to start creating your own artworks. It's always impor-
tant to follow your own advice as well, whilst sitting on the beach sharing some shade 
with the two old chaps who play dominos under the palm trees I was too close to one of 
the fishing boats and all I could smell was fish, and a very strong one at that. I hear a 
lot of people say they cannot draw or paint but I believe this to be untrue, the reason I 
believe this is that all of us can draw a circle, square or even doodle whilst talking on 
the phone.the phone.
Practice, practice, practice like most things in life 
will enhance your drawing skills, at first some 
shapes will seem difficult to draw but as you prac-
tice and study your subjects it will become easier. 
Start with simple shapes like a bottle or a vase 
these are symmetrical shapes, do not worry about 
shading or light when you start drawing just get 
used to shapes. Relax your wrist and the grip of used to shapes. Relax your wrist and the grip of 
your pencil, hold it further up away from the point, 
this will help with the flow and keep your lines light. 
A great exercise is to get someone to time you and 
draw 10 second sketches of the subject and work 
up to 30 seconds, this will enable you to pick out 
the important parts of your drawing. They do not 
have to be perfect but as you progress after 6 to 10 have to be perfect but as you progress after 6 to 10 
quick sketches you will remember the shapes and 
angles, use this as a warm up before you start your 
main drawing.        


Fig. A


Fig. B


Once setup just relax and study your subject(s) get the scene ready in your mind, 
sharpen pencils. I use a hard pencil for the initial drawing H2 - H3 these are hard pen-
cils and give a light thin line for guidance, and move onto the soft B3 - B5 for shading . 
Keep your pencils sharp by using a craft knife and a piece of sandpaper just to get the 
point as you need, I also like to use a mechanical pencil with a medium lead like an 
HB, so whilst just walking about you just need the one plus your piece of sandpaper 
for keeping your lead sharp. (see fig a)









Before I started my main drawing of the boats I did a few quick sketches. (fig b) I split 
my page into four and with a pen just practised the shape of some of the boats and 
angles. For angles and perspectives you can use your pencil by holding it in the middle 
between your finger and thumb and at arms length closing one eye, this can be used 
horizontally or vertically for angles that may cause you some problems.


Fig. DFig. C


Although I have just drawn the two main boats there was plenty of subjects in this area 
to draw but using my viewing card and making use of available shade I decided to just 
draw the area you can see in my final drawing. I have done a very quick sketch to show 
you how the viewing card can help you decide which to draw and to keep it simple. 
Your viewing card or mask can be cut to fit inside your sketch pad using card or thick 
paper, this will then fit neatly inside your sketch pad. Using your viewer is an easy pro-
cess, hold the viewer up at arm’s length close one eye and move your arm backwards 
and forwards and side to side until you have your subject sitting in the area of the cut and forwards and side to side until you have your subject sitting in the area of the cut 
out opening. (see fig c) 
Once I set up my chair I needed to check my perspective was correct and you can see 
this in fig d. It’s a good rule to use the third of your landscapes either as sky or subject, 
this is known as the “rule of thirds“ or “golden section“. In this case the sky is only 
approximately 30% of my drawing, if the sky and sea had a lot more interest or was 
more atmospheric I would have probably dropped the boats into the lower third of the 
drawing.     When you layout and get ready to start drawing avoid putting your main 
subject in the centre of your paper/canvas, this will help to make your drawing/painting 
more pleasing to the eye and let the viewers wander around your picture with more more pleasing to the eye and let the viewers wander around your picture with more 
interest. If you put your subject in the middle of your drawing that is where the viewers 
eye will fix.








I would like to just add a few things to remember when you’re outside drawing or 
painting in Spain. We know how hot the sun gets so a hat and sunglasses are a 
great asset. If you are confident an easel can always be helpful if you are drawing 
larger landscapes but these attract people, not that people can be a problem…no 
sorry I will change that they can be very chatty and a distraction with lots of ques-
tions. 


I like to paint or draw in the mornings or late afternoons, if out side (Plein air) the light 
is softer and not so harsh and not so hot either. I could go on about do’s and don’ts 
but there are plenty of books and websites that offer lots of great advice and tips. If 
possible always carry a small sketch pad and pencil because you never know when 
the opportunity will arise plus they are great for looking back on and as a reference 
to areas and subjects you may have forgotten about.


If setting out on a proper days sketching drawing depending on the size of your picIf setting out on a proper days sketching drawing depending on the size of your pic-
ture a small bag can hold almost all equipment you will need, I like to take a few 
pads sizes A5, A4 and a larger 230mm x 325mm and paper weight is normally 
140grs to 300grs. Several pencils, craft knife, putty eraser and a small watercolour 
palette set, some short handle brushes, water and pot for cleaning brushes, and a 
fold up seat.Just remember to ENJOY!, with quick sketches do not get bogged down 
with too much detail.
If you would like to send me comments or contact me for lessons you can email 
tony@artenimas.com or telephone me on 0034 627623885. 


In the coming months I will be setting up outside and painting in locations along the 
coast and the campo with explanations and steps for setting out and painting.           





